Be The Man Of Her Dreams

START: If you dont want to do the work youll never get the chick.

Women talk and word travels fast.  Which is why we keep this on the downlow.  Cause once they find out your screwed.


If you have already dabbled in this thats good too. Just know we can always improve in every situation.

Take notes and take this very seriously. Because if you dont get good at this the bottom line is youll remain single.

Right now, I want you to identify your problems and figure out ways to solve them.

One thing I understand and where the whole idea came from was that all naturals at one point actually taught themselves how to do it. Anyone can teach themself how to do it. 


The best way to get her obviously isnt the easiest way.  Like this way. But its pretty easy. And cheap tricks will get you cheap tricks. Like lines. 


My goal is to: give you everything youll need from start to finish.
Your goal is to: Be the best you can be!!


Its time to start.  I hope you make me proud!

Start
Its necessary for this to be read over and over cause its simply too much to take in at once. Its time for your transformation.

So what is your situation with women right now? Is it how you want it to be? My guess is its not because your reading this...But right now I want you to realize that it takes a commitment to be good at this. And make it a commitment.

So you gotta start somewhere... and sometime. Obviously the sooner the better.

If youve ever tried it you would know lines dont work. What were going for is completely natural seduction. Besides most of those lines suck to begin with. And its just way to confusing and overcomplicated.


Practice what to say... Right now! In your head just think of what you could say if you approached a woman right now.
 This is what everything is built on actually being able to naturally do it so keep it in mind as we move on.  You may be nervous and not coming up with anything right now. But as we go on youll get better. You keep practicing this until you know you can do it. Success equals confidence and this gives us a way to practice without having to approach a woman with no idea what to say. In the following sections youll see the difference it makes.

Repeat certain sections until you know its internalized and memorized.

By the end of this you will be a natural with women.
Im gonna try to feed you this in small increments.  Because too much at once isnt always a good thing.  And it should be internalized before you move on to the next. And just keep in mind this can very easily be overcomplicated.

What were going for is full internalization. To the point of being a natural with women.
All you really need is good advice.

Who cares if it takes work cause its so worth it. And honestly its easy work.

Its time to leave your old self in the past.

Now reinvent yourself starting today!

And bear with me if something isnt a problem for you cause my goal is to cover everything.

You need to know that nothings gonna change until you make it different. Which is exactly what were gonna do. So here we go...
Confidence
Now how-to have confidence... success = confidence

Self actualization-realize what you look like and work on it.

Think Im confident and I know its not fake.  Believe it.

Realize how good you actually are and what you have to offer.

Respect yourself before you expect respect from someone else.

Think things like damn I make it look good or im a sexy beast.

For confidence just let yourself be confident.  Actually do it. Think it till it becomes reality.

What is the mental picture of yourself? It should be congruent.

Believe you have high value. 

Think positive, think positive, think positive.

Stop hiding your personality.

Think your the shit.


Before The Approach
And remember nothing rehearsed all natural. 

The basic format is: pickup-date-sex

What are your qualities?
One of the first qualities you need to establish is "Not to get the girl."  It takes the pressure off taking that approach anxiety to a minimum.

We should now look at the qualities of an alpha male...
Dont put pressure on yourself and dont let people put pressure on you. 

As men we have the advantage being that women dont care as much about looks as they do social status and social status can be cultivated.

It literally is a competition soo get used to it.

Desire is also a wonderful tool.  To supply the drive needed to accomplish your task. So crank out the desire.

Consistent not trying to hard gives you the attitude.  And makes it comfortable for both you and her.

Keep in the back of your head teasing not lines. 

Just vibe with the women.
You are not at confession with these chicks. Instead sell yourself.


Body Language Mastering
How do you get good body language? By practicing body language. Whether at home or work or whereever.

How-to get confidence is with success.


Theirs never too much of a good thing.

Gain an evil edge.  Be a bad boy in whatever way that means to you.

Be more manly.

If you feel stupid you look stupid.

Dont try too hard and enjoy it.

Do body language because its fun.

Think im not nervous if u get nervous.

Act as if you get lots of women.

Make it look Soo easy.

Stand like your confident to become confident with body language.

Develop your persona with little things to personalize like going for badass or being envious. Test everything like... nothing stupid, dont be depressing, be positive the list goes on...
Fast or slow will help.

Pretend your with a chick and practice your body language.

Reminder: Practice body language whenever you have the chance.







Approach Anxiety
Be soo sociable to the point of opening groups. Right now. How this gets done is by pretending your about to approach a group of women. This allows you to get used to the feeling of approach anxiety. 
Its no big deal and easy to approach. What I do is do it for fun.
Playing hard to get helps.


Conversation
For the pickup the conversation should be based off of flirting.  Then the date should be comfort building.

To be good at conversation is very hard to do and explain.  One thing a beginner can do is "dont worry about what to say."  If you dont stop worrying about what to say how can you be confident.  Its pretty hard.

Listen to your dick but dont let your dick do the talking.

Make them qualify themselves to you.  And guess what, shes now chasing YOU.

For knowing what to say have a subject in the back of your mind.  For the pickup the subject is flirting.

Dont think about not having anything to say or you wont.

Have teasing and flirting in the back of your mind for first 10 minutes and play hard to get.

Know whats appropriate and go past it.

Disinterest is what keeps it comfortable and fun.  Because she doesnt have to worry that your just trying to pick her up.

For natural conversation be unaffected.

Learn to read girl language.  When girls all go to the bathroom at the same time.  This is girl language.

Conversation have an objective in mind like getting her number or a date or sex.

Anything is better than none.

Just bullshit and shoot the shit and chill and hangout haha.

Dont try to impress them just have fun with em.


Getting Ready For The First Pickup
You should have accumulated some confidence by now.  And your showing your characteristics and qualities.  You should be in the process of perfecting your body language through acting.  And remember dont put pressure on yourself.  To help with pressure dont want to get "the girl."  You must be comfortable enough to approach any woman at any time.  Your mental picture should be congruent.  You should be feeling like a new man at this point.

This should be a life mission, being good at women.

Dont care about the outcome! But yet go for getting her number you would not believe how easy this actually is.

Man up to actually approaching Right Now!

Get out of your comfort zone.

Just wing it every time, no lines.

All you really have to do is joke around and flirt till you get her number or set up a date its literally that easy.

Just chillout, seriously.

Pump yourself up.

Now do your thing. 

Show em a good time.

 ITS EASY!!

Now practice what to say... Any difference?

Comfort Building
Go slower rather than faster with the seduction to make sure and keep flirting till she starts to qualify herself.
Make it easy for her to say yes for the date.
Its not the intent that matters its actually saying it.
Show them their protected.
Be comfortable with yourself before you expect women to be comfortable around you.
Romantic And Love
In this stage treat them like they want to be treated.
Be different with your potential girls in a sort of romantic way.  In almost a smooth way with a romantic attitude.
To fall in love with somebody what do you actually need: to be totally devoted, and to not want anyone else.
Have pure intentions.
Show em youll walk away for them to stay.
Make them game you "So where you taking me tonight?" and keep it that way.
Love- if you wanna be with someone else thats fine with me cause if you cheat on me I will walk away.
Making out the build up is everything.
Last Words
Noones exempt from this game.
All life requires is physical.
Step it up to the max.
Go hard 1,000 percent.
Take it to the next level.
Go big or go home.
Life is a challenge.
Raise your standards of your life.
Try harder.
Be positive. Not negative.
Have a strategy for life.
Now do it because its fun.
It is a competition.
Have a bright mind.

IT HAS TO BE EASY!!





 


















